Abstract. Two next-generation high-energy experiments, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the e + e − International Linear Collider (ILC), are highly expected to unravel the new structure of matter and forces from the electroweak scale to the TeV scale. In this talk we give a compelling but rather descriptive review of the complementary role of LHC and ILC in drawing a comprehensive and high precision picture of the mechanism breaking the electroweak symmetries and generating mass, the unification of forces and the structure of spacetime. Supersymmetry is exploited in this description as a prototype scenario of the physics beyond the Standard Model.
Introduction
Particle physics has been very much successful in unraveling the basic laws of nature at the smallest accessible length scale and it has revealed a consistent picture, the Standard Model (SM), adequately describing the structure of matter and forces. However, many theoretical arguments and experimental observations strongly indicate that the model is incomplete and it should be embedded in a more fundamental theory, addressing a set of crucial questions to be approached experimentally at the TeV scale (Terascale): the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and mass generation; the unification of forces, including gravity finally; and the structure of spacetime. This set of particle physics questions is intriguingly connected to the cosmology questions such as the nature of particles comprising cold dark matter (CDM) and the origin of the baryon asymmetry in the universe.
The next generation of high-energy accelerators will get access to the Terascale with a high expectation of providing decisive answers to these questions [1, 2] . LHC with a c.m. energy of 14 TeV [3, 4, 5] will put the first springboard in 2008 for breakthrough discoveries in the EWSB sector and in the physics beyond the SM (BSM). However, the processes and the detections of new physics at LHC are extremely complicated. Therefore, a lepton facility with clean environments (and, if possible, with various facets) is required to complement this hadron machine in drawing a comprehensive and high-resolution picture of EWSB and of the BSM. ILC [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , which is now in the design phase, can be an excellent counterpart to LHC. The ILC energy of 500 GeV in the first phase and 1 TeV in the upgraded phase in the lepton sector is equivalent in many aspects to the higher LHC energy of about five TeV in the quark sector. Moreover, ILC covers one of a Email: sychoi@chonbuk.ac.kr the most crucial energy ranges including the characteristic EWSB scale (v = 246 GeV). [If the BSM scale revealed at LHC might be beyond the reach of ILC, it could be accessed later by a multi-TeV e + e − collider such as the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [12] .]
There exist several world-wide studies of the LHC and ILC interplay [13, 14] . In particular, the LHC/ILC Study Group, formed as a collaborative effort of the hadron and lepton collider experimental communities and theorists, has completed a very comprehensive working group report with many detailed studies of various conceivable BSM scenarios [13] . This talk will not cover all the topics unlike the report but it will give a compelling but descriptive review of the complementary role of LHC and ILC in drawing a modelindependent and high-resolution picture of the new Terascale physics and revealing the fundamental theory at the scale close to the grand unification (GUT) or Planck scale. Supersymmetry (SUSY) will exclusively be considered as a BSM prototype concept in this description. For an excellent recent review for alternative scenarios, see, for example, Ref. [15] .
Supersymmetric path
In supersymmetric theories a light Higgs boson is generated and the electroweak (EW) scale is stabilized naturally against the GUT/Planck-scale background. The presence of the supersymmetric particle spectrum is essential for a high-quality unification of the three SM gauge couplings at a high energy scale [16, 17, 18, 19] . It offers a natural CDM candidate. Moreover, local SUSY provides a rationale for gravity by demanding the existence of massless spin-2 gravitons. In short, if realized in nature, SUSY will have an impact across all microscopic and cosmological scales.
There is no firm prediction yet for the SUSY mass scale. However, there are important direct constraints 
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Mass spectrum of supersymmetric particles and Higgs bosons in the reference point SPS1a ′ ; Ref. [27] .
on the mass scale due to the absence of sparticles at LEP and the Tevatron, and also indirect constraints from the LEP lower limit of 114 GeV on the Higgs mass [20] , the reasonable agreement of SM calculations of b → sγ [21, 22] , the BNL measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon a µ [23, 24] , and also from the measurement of the CDM density at WMAP [25] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a global fit to precision EW and B-decay observables indicates a fairly low-mass spectrum for moderate values of the Higgs mixing parameter tan β in the constrained minimal supersymmetric SM (CMSSM) [26] . In the favorable case several non-colored supersymmetric particles such as lighter neutralinos and sleptons should be observed at ILC in the first phase with its c.m. energy of 500 GeV and even the heavier non-colored particles and the lighter top squark in the upgraded phase with its c.m. energy of 1 TeV. The spectrum corresponding to a parameter set with close to maximal possibility is depicted in Fig. 2 . This spectrum had been chosen as a benchmark set for a minimal supergravity scenario in the SPS1a ′ project [27] . LHC and ILC can provide us with a perfectly combined tool for exploring SUSY [13] . The heavy colored supersymmetric particles, squarks and gluinos, can be discovered for masses up to 3 TeV with large rates at LHC. The properties of the potentially lighter noncolored particles, charginos, neutralinos, sleptons and Higgs bosons, can be studied very precisely at ILC by exploiting, in particular, beam polarizations. Once the properties of the light particles are determined precisely at ILC, the heavier particles produced at LHC can subsequently be studied in the cascade decays with much greater precision. Based on the coherent LHC and ILC analyses we can then take the following supersymmetric path by
• measuring the masses and mixings of the newly produced particles, their decay widths and branching ratios, their production cross sections, etc; • verifying that there are indeed the superpartners of the SM particles by determining their spin and parity, gauge quantum numbers and their couplings; • reconstructing the low energy Lagrangian with the smallest number of assumptions, i.e. as model independently as possible; • and unraveling the fundamental SUSY breaking mechanism and shedding light on the physics at the very high energy (GUT or Planck) scale, from the EW scale to GUT/Planck scale, on one side, for the reconstruction of the fundamental SUSY theory near the Planck scale and, on the other side, for the connection of particle physics with cosmology.
Higgs bosons
In SUSY theories the Higgs sector includes at least two iso-doublet scalar fields so that at least five more physical particles are predicted [28] . In the minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM) the mass of the lightest neutral scalar Higgs particle h is bounded above to about 140 GeV, while the masses of the heavy neutral scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons, H and A, and the charged Higgs bosons, H ± , may range from the EW scale to a multi-TeV scale. The upper bound on the lightest Higgs mass is relaxed to about 200 GeV in more general scenarios if the fields remain weakly interacting up to the Planck scale.
MSSM Higgs Bosons
While the light Higgs boson h can be detected at LHC in the full range of the M A and tan β parameter space, the heavy Higgs bosons cannot be detected in a wedge centered around the medium mixing angle tan β ∼ 7 and opening from the masses of about 200 GeV up to higher values [3, 29] . This region can however be covered considerably by ILC.
At ILC the search and study of the light Higgs boson h follows the pattern very similar to the SM Higgs boson in most of the parameter space and the heavy Higgs bosons are produced in mixed pairs at ILC: e + e − → HA and H + H − . Therefore, the wedge can be covered by pair production in e + e − collisions for masses M H,A ≤ √ s/2, i.e., up to 500 GeV in the TeV phase of the ILC machine, cf. Fig. 3 [30] . Moreover, single production in photon-photon collisions, γγ → H and A, can cover the wedge up to Higgs masses of 800 GeV if a fraction of 80% of the total e + e − energy is transferred to the γγ system by Compton backscattering of laser light [31] .
After the Higgs particles are discovered, it must experimentally be established that the Higgs mechanism is responsible indeed for breaking the electroweak symmetries and for generating the masses of the fundamental SM particles. This requires profiling the Higgs bosons precisely. First model-independent analyses of the properties can be performed at LHC by measuring the Higgs masses, the ratios of some Higgs couplings and the bounds on couplings [32] .
However, the truly model-independent and highresolution determination of the profile of the light Higgs boson h -the mass, the spin of the particle, its couplings and the trilinear self coupling -can be made at ILC with the clear signals of Higgs events above small backgrounds in the processes such as Higgs-strahlung, e + e − → Zh, and W W fusion, e + e − →ννh, and in the process of double Higgs production, e + e − → Zhh andννhh [28] .
-1000 -500 0 500 1000 Such high-precision measurements of the light Higgs mass can be exploited to determine parameters in the SUSY theory which are very difficult to measure directly. For instance, by evaluating quantum corrections, the top quark trilinear coupling A t can be calculated from the Higgs mass, Fig. 4 . For an error on the top quark mass of δm t = 100 MeV and an error on the Higgs mass of δm h = 50 MeV, A t can be determined at an accuracy of about 10% [33] . 
CP violation in the MSSM Higgs sector
In the general MSSM [34] , the gaugino mass parameters M i (i = 1, 2, 3), the higgsino mass parameter µ, and the trilinear couplings A f can be complex so that they can induce explicit CP violation in various ways in the model. Their physical rephasing-invariant combinations affect sparticle masses and couplings through their mixing, induce CP violating mixing in the Higgs sector through radiative corrections, influence CP even observables such as cross sections and also lead to interesting CP odd asymmetries at colliders. As a result, although stringently constrained by low energy observables like electric dipole moments (EDMs), the nontrivial CP phases can significantly influence the collider phenomenology of Higgs and SUSY particles and also the properties of neutralino CDM [35, 36, 37] .
Referring to the CPNSH report [35] for an extensive discussion of CP violation in supersymmetric theories, we simply mention here two examples of Higgssector CP violation. The lightest Higgs boson H 1 without definite CP parity can couple very weakly to the gauge bosons so that the state could have escaped detection at LEP2 [38] and the heavy Higgs states H and A can exhibit CP-violating resonant mixing phenomena when two states are degenerate in mass in the decoupling regime [39] . One example of the impact of the CP-violating Higgs mixing on the Higgs mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the phase of the coupling A t [40] . The other example for studying the CP-violating resonant mixing of two heavy neutral Higgs bosons is provided by γγ-Higgs formation in polarized beams. As shown in Fig. 6 , the CP violation due to resonant H/A mixing can directly be probed via the CP-odd asymmetry A hel = (σ ++ − σ −− )/(σ ++ + σ −− ) constructed with circular photon polarization [39] . 
Extended Higgs sector
A large variety of BSM theories such as GUT theories and string theories suggest extended gauge and Higgs sectors with additional gauge bosons and Higgs bosons beyond the minimal set of the MSSM [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] .
For example, the next-to-MSSM (NMSSM), the simplest extension of the MSSM, introduces a complex iso-scalar field, generating a weak scale higgsino mass parameter µ. The NMSSM Higgs sector is thus extended to include an additional scalar and a pseudoscalar. In a large area of the parameter space the NMSSM Higgs sector reduces to the MSSM one but there is a possibility that one of the neutral Higgs particles, in general the lightest pseudoscalar A 1 , is very light enough for the light scalar H 1 to decay into pairs of A 1 bosons subsequently decaying to b-quarks and τ leptons, with a large branching fraction. Nevertheless, a no-lose theorem for discovering at least one Higgs boson has been established for ILC. The situation is less clear for LHC [46] , although the lightest scalar state H 1 may be detected at LHC via W H 1 and ZH production [47] .
Supersymmetric particles
For illustration we adopt the parameters of the minimal supergravity reference point SPS1a
′ [27] . It is characterized by the following values of the soft parameters at the GUT scale: M 1/2 = 250 GeV, M 0 = 70 GeV, A 0 = −300 GeV, sign(µ) = + and tan β = 10 where M 1/2 , M 0 , A 0 and µ denote the universal gaugino mass, the universal scalar mass, the universal trilinear coupling and the higgsino mass parameter. The modulus of the higgsino mass parameter is fixed by requiring radiative electroweak symmetry breaking [48, 49, 50, 51, 52] so that µ = +396 GeV. As shown by the sparticle and Higgs spectrum in Fig. 2 , the squarks and gluinos can be studied very well at LHC and the noncolored charginos and neutralinos, sleptons and Higgs bosons can be analyzed partly at LHC and precisely at ILC operating at a c.m. energy up to 1 TeV. 
Properties of supersymmetric particles
At LHC, the masses can be obtained by analyzing edge effects in the cascade decay spectra, cf. Ref. [53] . An ideal chain is a sequence of two-body decays:q L → χ At ILC very precise mass values can be extracted from threshold scans and decay spectra [54] . The excitation curves for charginoχ Fig. 7 [54] . The accuracy in the measurement of the LSP mass can be improved at ILC by two orders of magnitude compared with LHC; Tab. 1.
The values of typical mass parameters and their related measurement errors are presented in Tab. 1: "LHC" from LHC analyses and "ILC" from ILC analyses. The fourth column "LHC+ILC" represents the corresponding errors if the experimental analyses are performed coherently [27] .
Determining the spin of new particles is an important method to clarify the nature of the particles and the underlying theory. This determination is crucial to distinguish the supersymmetric interpretation of new particles from other models. The measurement of the spins in particle cascades at LHC is quite involved [57, 58, 59] . In contrast spin measurement at ILC is straightforward [60, 61] . The sin 2 θ law for the angular distribution in the production of sleptons (for selectrons close to threshold) is a unique signature of the fundamental spin-zero character; the P-wave onset of the excitation curve is a necessary but not sufficient condition; Fig. 8 . In contrast, neither the onset of the excitation curves near threshold nor the angular distribution in the production processes provide unique signals of the spin of charginos and neutralinos. However, decay angular distributions of polarized charginos/neutralinos could provide an unambiguous determination of the spin-1/2 character of the particles albeit at the expense of more involved experimental analyses [61] . [Quantum interference among helicity amplitudes, reflected on azimuthal angle distributions, may also be used to determine spin in a model-independent way [62] .] Mixing parameters must be extracted from measurements of cross sections and polarization asymmetries. In the production of charginos and neutralinos, both diagonal and mixed pairs can be exploited:
The production cross sections for charginos are binomials in cos 2φ L,R where φ L,R are the mixing angles rotating current to mass eigenstates. Using polarized electron and positron beams, the mixings can be determined in a model-independent way, Fig. 9 . The same procedures can be applied to determine the mixings in the sfermion sector [67, 68, 69] . The production cross sections for stop particle pairs, e + e − →t it * j
[i, j = 1, 2], depend on the stop mixing angle θt which can be determined with high accuracy by use of polarized electron beams [69] . Fig. 9 . Contours for the e + e − →χ + 1χ − 1 production cross section for polarized e ± beams at √ s = 400 and 500 GeV; Ref. [65] .
SUSY predicts the identity of Yukawa and gauge couplings among supersymmetric partners for gauge bosons and gauginos, and for fermions and their scalar partners. On one hand the fundamental SU(3) C relation can be studied experimentally at LHC through pair production of squarks partly mediated by gluino t-channel exchanges [70, 71] . On the other hand the SU(2) L and U(1) Y relations can be confirmed experimentally at ILC through pair production of charginos and neutralinos which is partly mediated by the exchange of sneutrinos and selectrons in the t-channel [66] , as well as selectron and sneutrino production which is partly mediated by neutralino and chargino exchanges [56] . The separation of the electroweak SU(2) and U(1) couplings is also possible if polarized electron beams are available. Of course the analysis for confirming the identity of Yukawa and gauge couplings should be performed by taking into account the prior measurements of the masses and/or mixing parameters of the particles exchanged in the t-channel.
Fundamental theory
Combining the information from LHC on the generally heavy colored particles with the information from ILC on the generally lighter non-colored particle sector (and later from CLIC on heavier states) will generate a model-independent and high-precision picture of SUSY at the Terascale. The picture may subsequently serve as a solid platform for the reconstruction of the fundamental SUSY theory at a high scale, potentially close to the Planck scale, and for the analysis of the microscopic mechanism of SUSY breaking [72, 73] . The experimental accuracies expected at the percent down to the per-mil level must be matched on the theoretical side. This demands a well-defined framework for the calculational schemes in perturbation theory as well as for the input parameters like a recently proposed scheme called Supersymmetry Parameter Analysis (SPA) [27] . If SPS1a ′ or a similar SUSY parameter set is realized in nature, various channels can be exploited to extract the basic Terascale SUSY parameters at LHC and ILC. The data analysis performed coherently for LHC and ILC is shown to give rise to a very precise picture of the supersymmetric particle spectrum. Running global analysis programs with the whole set of data enables us to coherently extract the Lagrangian parameters in the optimal way after including the available radiative corrections [74, 75, 76, 77, 78] . The present quality of such an analysis can be judged from the results shown in Tab. 2.
Based on the parameters extracted at the Terascale we can reconstruct the fundamental SUSY theory and the related microscopic picture of the SUSY breaking mechanism [72] . The experimental information is exploited to the maximum extent possible in the bottom-up approach in which the extrapolation from the Terascale to the GUT/Planck scale is performed by the renormalization group (RGE) evolution of all parameters, with the GUT scale defined by the unification point of the two electroweak couplings.
Typical examples for the evolution of the gaugino and scalar mass parameters are presented in Fig. 10 . While the determination of the high-scale parameters in the gaugino and higgsino sector, as well as in the ′ . Only experimental errors are taken into account; theoretical errors are assumed to be reduced to the same size in the future; Ref. [72] .
non-colored slepton sector, is very precise, the picture of the colored scalar and Higgs sectors is still coarse so that considerable efforts should be made to refine it considerably. If the structure of the theory at the GUT scale was known a priori and merely the experimental determination of the high scale parameters were lacking, then the top down-approach would lead to a very precise parametric picture at the Terascale.
So far, we have only considered the MSSM, in particular the parameter set SPS1a ′ , as a benchmark scenario for judging the coherent capabilities of LHC and ILC experiments for a successful analysis of future SUSY data. However, neither this specific point nor the MSSM itself may be the correct model for lowscale SUSY. Various extended models have therefore to be investigated. In particular, models which incorporate the right-handed neutrino sector to accommodate the complex structure observed in the neutrino sector must be scrutinized in a systematic way [79] . Furthermore, CP violation, R-party violation [80] , flavor violation [81] , NMSSM [82, 83] and/or extended gauge groups [45, 84] are among the paths that nature may have taken. It is, therefore, strongly recommended that the analysis conventions and methods be so general that they can be applied to all those BSM scenarios as well.
SUSY dark matter
Since there is no proper CDM particle candidate in the SM, the presence of the CDM is a clear evidence for physics beyond the SM. In SUSY theories with Rparity the LSP is absolutely stable and represents a good CDM candidate [25] . In particular, the lightest neutralino is considered to be the prime candidate, but other interesting possibilities are the axino and the gravitino.
In certain areas of the SUSY parameter space with theχ 0 1 relic density in the range required by WMAP, SUSY particles can be produced abundantly at LHC and ILC. However, to determine the predicted WMAP relic density, we must have detailed knowledge not only of the LSP properties but also of all other particles contributing to the LSP pair annihilation cross section. To quantify the prospects for determining the neutralino CDM relic density at ILC as well as LHC, and the connection of ILC with cosmology, four benchmark mSUGRA scenarios called LCC points and compatible with WMAP data have been proposed [85] . The ILC measurements at √ s = 0.5 TeV and 1 TeV for various sparticle masses and mixings in the scenarios, taking into account LHC data, are compared to those which can be obtained using LHC data (after a qualitative identification of the model). As can be seen in Fig. 11 for two LCC points, the LCC1 "bulk" point and the LCC2 "focus-point" point, the gain in sensitivity by combining LHC and ILC is spectacular. Fig. 11 . Probability distribution of predictions of Ωχh 2 for the LCC1 "bulk" point and the LCC2 "focus-point" point from measurements at ILC with √ s = 0.5 and 1 TeV, and LHC (after qualitative identification of the model); Ref. [85] In supergravity models the gravitinoG itself may be the LSP, building up the dominant CDM component [86, 87, 88, 89] . In such a scenario, with a gravitino mass in the range of 100 GeV, the lifetime of the next-to-LSP (NLSP) can become macroscopic as the gravitino coupling is only of gravitational strength. The lifetime of the NLSPτ can extend up to several months, suggesting special experimental efforts to catch the long-livedτ 's and to measure their lifetime [90, 91, 92, 93] . Tau slepton pair production at ILC determines theτ mass and the observation of the τ energy in theτ decay determines the gravitino mass. The measurement of the lifetime can subsequently be exploited to determine the Planck scale, a unique opportunity in a laboratory experiment.
Conclusions
The next generation of high energy experiments, LHC and ILC (and also CLIC later), will usher us into the Terascale, opening a new territory which is highly expected to be full of ground-breaking discoveries. The physics programme of both LHC and ILC in exploring this microscopic world will be very rich with their unique characteristics depending on the BSM physics scenario realized in nature. Furthermore, as demonstrated by dedicated studies using the SUSY models, the physics potential of LHC and ILC can significantly be extended by coherent or/and "concurrent" running of both machines.
In summary, the LHC and ILC experiments with different advantages and capabilities can contribute coherently and complementarily to solutions of key questions in particle physics and cosmology. Eventually both experiments can provide us with a comprehensive and high-resolution picture not only of SUSY but also of any alternative scenario, serving as a telescope to unification of matter and interactions, and connection of particle physics and cosmology.
